
As DBU set out to initiate operations in the US market, leadership strategy 
discussions focused on how best to plan, execute and track the results 
of sales/marketing efforts among the non-chain accounts targeted by the 
new brands being offered. One-on-one negotiations with individual target 
accounts  presented greater obstacles to accurate planning and  tracking 
of the levels of effort, time, funds and other resources associated with 
effective, efficient account management. This in turn made arriving at 
smart goals and accurate ROI calculations difficult.

Instead of assigning a cost-per-visit dollar figure to each account and then 
recording the number of visits to each account to calculate a rudimentary 
ROI number, DBU resolved to attain a much more detailed understanding 
of how well their investments were returned.  They knew that to achieve 
a far more accurate ROI figure, they’d need to exert more detailed control 
over resources  each salesperson was expending in each account; not 
only on time, travel and entertainment expenses; but more critically on 
point of sales (POS) materials and other marketing promotional items. 

DBU leadership sought a solution equipped to achieve their goal of 
detailed control over sales and marketing spend as they went to market.

DBU USA engaged GreatVines to implement a field sales and trade 
marketing management solution wherein each sales representative would 
be able to plan specific activities by account and capture detailed records 
of all expenses associated with their respective sales and marketing 
efforts in the field.  GreatVines was selected because it demonstrated the 
greatest capacity for flexibility and configurability.

The DBU instance of GreatVines was configured to include all types of 
POS expenses in a drop down menu on every user’s screen.  The drop 
down menu included line items for such expenses as:
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Customer
DBU USA, Inc, Miami, FL
Largest and leading grappa distiller in Italy

Challenge
• Ramping up initial sales for product in 

US markets
• No existing process for planning, 

executing and tracking results of 
sales/marketing efforts

• No process for tracking incidental 
costs like time, travel, entertainment

• Time-intensive one-on-one 
negotiations were a drag on 
calculating accurate ROI

Solution
• GreatVines engaged to implement 

management automation for each 
sales rep

• Solution configured to include all POS 
expenses as well as incidentals

• Thresholds set for more accurate ROI 
calculation

• Spend visibility in all areas greatly 
enhanced

Results 
• Thresholds enabled the identification 

of “hidden winners” among accounts
• Greater capability to incentivize sales 

teams
• Exceptional visibility led to accurate 

metrics on depletions and other key 
factors

• Dramatic improvement in ability to 
effectuate strategic planning

HIGHLIGHTS

Challenge

DBU USA Inc. is a fully-owned subsidiary of Distillerie Bonollo Umberto 
S.p.A., the largest and leading grappa distiller in Italy. DBU USA Inc. 
provides marketing and sales support for two key grappa brands: Grappa 
of Amarone Barrique and Gra’It – Vera Grappa Italiana. DBU USA has 
launched its initial US sales campaign in New York and Florida with plans 
for further expansion.



After less than a year since implementation, DBU reports satisfaction with the high level of granular marketing 
and sales spend visibility and analysis in every account. They categorically agree that the GreatVines solution 
provides far more accurate metrics for their sales reps than the traditional practice of setting incentives based 
on cases depleted.

Leadership reports a tremendous increase in management capability driven by the ability to view revenue 
driven by each individual sales action/activity — tying dollar values behind each expense back to the volume 
of cases depleted.  Their ROI calculations are based in a far more nuanced understanding of the relative 
effectiveness of each and every dollar spent on an account-by-account basis. Improved control over spend 
and the strategic planning capacity gained by using GreatVines in this fashion enables DBU to confidently 
execute a repeatable methodology, grow their sales team and capture maximum value from their investment 
into their sales force.

Results

• Displays for off-brand accounts
• Table tents
• Trainings & tastings
• Meals & entertainment
• Travel/lodging/parking
• Buy backs
• Other related expenses

Additionally, DBU requested the solution be configured with thresholds for ROI, to move beyond simply 
identifying those accounts that are ROI positive.  The tool was  set up to provide visibility into all accounts, 
including those where ROI was negative.  The visibility derived enabled DBU to make important distinctions 
regarding ROI negative accounts such that they were able to more accurately determine the value of accounts 
that may not be returning profit on investment.  Using the thresholds they established, it became easier to 
separate accounts that - although ROI negative - were still valuable from a branding and image standpoint from 
those not likely worthy of continued investment.  Moreover, the solution helped to identify “hidden winners” with 
higher profitability in spite of low levels of investment.  

Improving levels of visibility and control over spend enabled more strategic planning and budgeting capabilities 
as well as improved ability to incentivize sales teams.

About GreatVines

GreatVines Inc. is a privately held company with a strong team of implementation consultants, advanced software developers and subject matter 
experts, located in Portland, Los Angeles, Northern California (Napa) and New York. Since no software is required to install, GreatVines is able to work 
with producers and distributors worldwide.

GreatVines aims to provide superior software solutions for producers and distributors of wine, spirits and beer. The team’s focus is constant innovation, 
leveraging the best technology available. As a Force.com ISV partner (Independent Software Vendor) of Salesforce.com (NYSE:CRM), GreatVines is 
able to leverage the technological strengths of the Force.com platform while applying its industry expertise to develop specific application features 
and functionality unique to the Beverage industry.

www.greatvines.com
888.547.4505
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